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Unger: AIRR AUDI INTELLIGENT RESCUE ROLE

AIRR AUDI INTELLIGENT RESCUE ROLE
Initial situation:
With the steady increase of E-/H2-vehicles on the road, statistically speaking, the number of broken down vehicles/idle
cars, etc. is also inevitably increasing. It is not uncommon for a motor vehicle to become unmanoeuvrable because, for
example, the power supply from an HV battery is interrupted for safety reasons and thus the parking brake and/or a gear
selector of the automatic transmission cannot be set to the "N/idle" position. This circumstance may, depending on the
traffic environment, endanger other road users and/or create a risky infrastructure.
Such infrastructure can be, for example
a petrol station area
•
an e-charging station area
•
a gas distribution area
•
an H2 charging area
•
a major public utility (hospital)
•
a highly frequented pedestrian area
•
an underground car park area
•
be.
Such sensitive areas can be endangered by an E-/H2-vehicle in that, for example
an internal battery/accumulator short circuit
•
a high-voltage problem in general, e.g. during fast charging
•
a condition of "rapid corrosion"/fire
•
another generally "dangerous condition".
•
is present.
A risk factor concerning the "E-machine" in connection with the "traffic environment" results from the combinatorics of
the "infrastructure" and "hazard" examples mentioned above.
The instantaneous risk factor and the minimisation of a hazard for "man/machine" is the focus of the invention disclosure
AIRR Audi Intelligent Rescue Role.
Due to safety/emergency shutdowns on the motor vehicle (e.g. of a burning battery), a vehicle often cannot be moved
out of the hazardous area quickly enough and an infrastructure can suffer major damage.
Solution:
"AIRR" Audi Intelligent Rescue Role describes the procedure and control for an automated roll function on the chassis
under an E-/H2-vehicle depending on the risk factors of "E-machine/traffic environment".
In deviation from the current state of the art, AIRR describes a risk factor-controlled roll function that keeps an E/H2/Hybrid vehicle fully manoeuvrable.
The term "roller" is used in the following for ...
a ball roller (Fig. 1)
•
a ball roller track / a module with several ball rollers (Fig.1) or
•
a roller wheel in the form of an emergency/rescue wheel (Fig. 2).
•
The aim of AIRR is to ensure the manoeuvrability of a motor vehicle when there is a safety-relevant problem with a high
risk to the traffic environment and conventional driving is not possible or only possible to a very limited extent.
AIRR can be automatically switched on or off from the active and passive driving mode. I.e. while the vehicle is
stationary and, in a special embodiment, while driving. Additionally with a mobile terminal.
In the favoured passive mode of operation (immobilisation, breakdown, e-defect), the procedure enables an easy,
flexible, manual movement of the motor vehicle from a precarious hazardous situation, e.g. by first responders, fire
brigade, THW, etc. into an area that is safer for the traffic environment by controlling a classic "roller". Cf. Fig. 1
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Fig. 1 / Variant ball roller conveyor
Special designs:
In a special "wheel design" instead of the "roller design" AIRR enables the continuation of a journey if there is a
puncture. Fig. 2
In another special embodiment, in the event of a defect in the drive train of two driven axles (quattro), the AIRR module
can "release" an axle that is blocked, e.g. due to an accident or component defect, thus enabling driving with one driven
axle.
Advantages:
Securing/increasing vehicle mobility/mobility/manoeuvrability / Fig. 2
•
Reduction of secondary damage after a "special event" / Fig. 4
•
Increase of a safety for a traffic environment / Fig. 4
•
Increase of a range without loss of time due to wheel change / Fig. 2
•
Technical implementation:
At least one AIRR module is attached to the underbody of the vehicle on the chassis, for example on a subframe of the
axle, and can move at least one "roller" in the z-direction to the road in such a way that an axle and a wheel are relieved
and thus the vehicle remains rollable or becomes rollable again.
The AIRR module uses various signal inputs from sensors that monitor vehicle safety components, e.g.
•
•
•

Emergency battery signal (e.g. "internal battery short circuit" / fire, rapid corrosion)
Crash signal (e.g. rear-end crash / drive shafts bent / axle displaced / quattro drive blocked)
Tyre pressure warning (tyre damage and/or axle damage / cardan shaft / drive shaft damage on an axle)

Fig. 2 AIRR module / example of a special embodiment
Design / "Wheel" control variant (see Fig. 3) / green arrow
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The Audi RS Q e-tron has spare wheels located laterally behind the driver/passenger. This allows a non-driven axle to
be activated in an emergency!
Wheel lowering in z-direction to the road. The wheels carried - blue arrow - are moved into a position of use and the
vehicle remains mobile.
The task is solved with ...
•
•
•
•
•

a motor vehicle - in particular an electric vehicle
a vehicle sensor system / tyre sensor system / crash sensor system / battery sensor system and
GPS data on a traffic environment / POI, .... / possibly a mobile terminal device
an AIRR-controlled "e-machine/traffic environment" risk factor determination device
an AIRR-controlled "roller" that can be moved variably in the z-direction from a non-use position to a use
position by means of a rescue button / Fig. 4.

The module can be controlled electrohydraulically/electromechanically/electropneumatically by common state-of-the-art
methods via an AIRR emergency power supply or a pressure accumulator. It does not require a ready to drive
status/ignition lock signal. In a particular embodiment, it is controllable by mobile terminals. The rescue assistance offer
is confirmed by an outside person around the motor vehicle, at a defined rescue button on the exterior, e.g. with an
integrated switch visually hidden in the brand logo, which can be triggered, for example, by a first-aider in the event of an
accident/battery fire, etc.
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Fig. 3 Flowchart "AIRR-Assistance
The functional sequence for the "Wheel" variant is based on a puncture and the desire to temporarily continue the
journey without interruption.
Not shown is the axle-selective passive shifting of the drive train with a quattro drive, if only one axle is driven due to
damaged/defective power transmission components.
The arrangement of a spare wheel on the Audi RS Q e-tron is shown, which has to be mounted manually after the SDT.
If necessary, the AIRR procedure supports mobility in order to continue the journey temporarily without interruption - in
order to quickly leave a danger zone/or to continue a journey to the destination if necessary.

Fig. 4 Controlled lowering of the roller module for "wheel/axle freewheel".
Favourite application of the AIRR module "Variant ball roller track" using the example of a rear axle for maximum
manoeuvring flexibility.
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